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Knowledge
Cultivation and 
Stewardship

The importance of ‘ike Hawai‘i (Hawaiian knowledge 
and ways of knowing), has repeatedly come up in the 
KC discussions about the management of Hawai‘i’s wahi 
kūpuna. This section looks at ‘ike Hawai‘i as a valuable 
resource; a resource that must be managed deliberately 
and responsibly.

Over the years, communities, resources managers, 
government agencies, and professionals have increas-
ingly turned to digital resources when researching ‘āina, 
culture, and history, as is reflected in the KC Collective 
data, and OHA’s usage data for Papakilo (2015-2019) and 
the Kipuka Database 2015-2019. Digital ‘ike Hawai‘i al-
lows increased access to scanned original source data 
as well as processed data; including, transcripts, trans-
lations, and interactive databases.

The digital archive of resources is invaluable, but 
does not come without concerns. There is a danger of 
data misuse in decision making. We must also acknowl-
edge and address the limitations of changing forms of 
a‘o (learning) and ‘ike Hawai‘i. Also, compliance-driven 
data collection often ignores gathering and recording 
information important to community and active man-
agement.

“Culture is not standardized. It in itself is 
not something that can be standardized. 
When trying to standardize things, we lose 
something in the process.”

- KEPĀ MALY (KC THINK TANK 2019)
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Limitations of Digital ‘ Ike Hawai‘i 
As digital inventories have converted collections, like microfilm 

and nūpepa (historic body of Hawaiian and English language news-
papers), modern interactions with wahi kūpuna resources increas-
ingly take place online (see data trends from Papakilo and Kipuka 
databases); especially now, with access to many physical reposito-
ries and archives restricted. With the advent of the COVID-19 glob-
al pandemic, demand for online access to ‘ike Hawai‘i is growing. 
More people are turning to and relying solely on online and digital 
repositories for research, personal enrichment, and even decision 
making. A growing body of digital ‘ike Hawai‘i is keeping pace with 
this trend with any number of intellectual and cultural property, 
including: historical resources, archives, interviews, reports, mele, 
oli, and hula. While this shift benefits outer island community 
members with resource possibilities, it does not address issues of 
internet connectivity and that might prevent our rural communities 
from engaging with digital ‘ike Hawai‘i.

“Google has replaced kūpuna as the 
source of general knowledge.” 

-MIKI‘ALA PESCAIA (KC THINK TANK, 2019)

Data gathered during the 2019 KC Think Tank and a follow up gath-
ering. Individuals were asked, “What databases and repositories are 
the most valuable and effective in your work?”

Types of Repositories Most Types of Repositories Most 
Frequently AccessedFrequently Accessed

Digital
Brick & 
Mortar

Oral

Other Kumu
Ulukau

Papakilo Database

 Kīpuka Database

DAGS online maps

State of Hawai‘i Office of 
Planning GIS data 
download site

From a large list of repositories From a large list of repositories 
over 60% were digital.over 60% were digital.
Of digital repositories reported 
these were the dominant repeats:

PRIORITY THEME
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Digital archives can be a powerful resource in the hands of 
communities that have previously been cut off from archives 
by virtue of geography. Whether we are simply increasing ac-
cess to primary source information by scanning microfilm, 
translating sources, or creating innovative research and anal-
ysis; there is a compelling need in the Hawaiian and cultural 
resource community. There is a great need for access to infor-
mation that is not O‘ahu-centric; information that is quality 
sourced and referenced. Communities across the pae ‘āina 
have limited resources, and the proper use of quality online 
knowledge systems offers relief from the hardship of inter-is-
land travel for answers. Online ‘ike Hawai‘i, like digital data 
more broadly, will only increase in quantity and demand.

Teachers and professors at both the high school and univer-
sity levels often lament the quality of online sources students 
cite in their coursework, namely non-peer reviewed publica-
tions that lack sourced facts, empirical data, or traditional 
knowledge from cultural and/or lineal sources. There is a need 
to collectively acknowledge how the current generation and 
the next generation engages with digital Hawaiian sources and 
‘ike kūpuna (ancestral knowledge), as it reflects how we as re-
source managers, decision makers, and community members 
also access resources. To be clear, we want to see everyone: in-
dividuals, professionals, agencies and organizations do a better 
job of sourcing ‘ike Hawai‘i.
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The digital inclination for research into ‘ike Hawai‘i pre-
dates COVID, and is not exclusive to students or the Hawaiian 
community. Regulators, administrators, researchers, students, 
teachers, community members, scientists, government work-
ers land managers, planners and archaeologists gather ‘ike 
Hawai‘i online. Increasing access to available resources can 
benefit decision making in favor of wahi kūpuna restoration 
and protections. However, there are limitations that need to 
be recognized, and dangers for the mis-use of data in deci-
sion making that need to be addressed. Databases, such as 
the OHA’s interactive and archivally linked Kipuka Database, 
clearly recognizes that there are data limitations; in fact, the 

user must click a box acknowledging this at the start of each 
session. In addition, such obvious limitations are concerns of 
mis-use.

The challenge is how do we educate users about limitations 
and how can we ensure increased access to quality infor-
mation; and how do we police this, or do we? What are Best 
Management Practices for government, agencies and profes-
sionals? Perhaps we begin here. By elevating the issue and 
beginning to have this conversation we become more account-
able for the cultivation and stewardship of our wahi kūpuna 
knowledge systems.
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Envisioning the Ideal Digital Body of Wahi Kūpuna Data
By acknowledging this global demand for digital 

knowledge systems, and contextualizing ‘ike Hawai‘i 
within it, we can address the core challenges bulleted at 
the beginning of this section. There needs to be a way 
to move forward to better negotiate the growing body of 
digital repositories, public and private; of wahi kūpuna 
data, and to explore and discover the intersections be-
tween traditional and modern ways of learning and shar-
ing of knowledge (Nakata & Langton, editors, 2005). In 
this case, specific to that body of knowledge impacting 
wahi kūpuna: preservation, management, restoration 
and re-use. 

A vision for the digital and online management of ‘ike 
Hawai‘i overall should be created, rather than focusing 
on the problems. In envisioning an ideal digital body of 
wahi kūpuna data, conversations must include questions 
of:

• Scope and purpose
• Participation: who should contribute, manage,

and access the resource
• Development: what funding, format, fields, 

source material, protections, and metadata 
should be included; and

• Maintenance: how often the body will be 
updated and the lifespan of the resource

• Identify what wahi kūpuna information is 
currently available online, what is in the works, 
and what can still only be found in physical 
repositories (paper, microfilm, etc).

These conversations should include Hawaiian-lan-
guage speakers, archivists and indigenous librarians; 
wahi kūpuna stewards, county and state decision mak-
ers, planners, researchers,  GIS specialists, professors, 
teachers, practitioners, and the general public.

After this conversation has begun, the find-
ings should not only be formalized and honed, 
but the establishment must also stand behind 
them through the institution of Best Manage-
ment Practices (BMPs). BMPs, via a Code of 
Conduct (CoC), can become an important ac-
knowledgement of changing mediums of know-
ing and learning. A CoC is 
a tangible tool for commu-
nity, agency, and profes-
sional buy in, because it is 
founded on a collectively 
designed vision. It would 
guide the continued devel-
opment, creation, and ac-
cess of digital ‘ike Hawai‘i.

Part of the CoC should 
include important discus-
sions of how to protect 
knowledge sources and 
‘ike. The CoC would allow us to contemplate this 
vital theme on the genealogy of learning. For 
example, one subject covered could include the 
importance of face-to-face learning for certain 
Hawaiian practices and traditions. One could go 
online today and learn an oli kahiko (traditional 

chant) or a mele (poetic text). However, does this 
interface rob one of that genealogy of learning 
exchanged between kumu and haumāna (teach-
er and student)? 

Other questions that would need to be ad-
dressed include: Would a digital body nullify the 

sacred-ness of a practice 
if it is learned breath for 
breath the same? Or are 
we increasing the body of 
practitioners and decen-
tralizing repositories of 
learning?

An early development 
phase of the CoC should 
include 1) the identifica-
tion of existing examples 
and previous initiatives 
that we can include, add to, 

or adopt; and 2) the solicitation of buy-in from 
government, communities, and industry partic-
ipants. The initial target for CoC/BMP buy-in 
includes direct managers of wahi kūpuna and 
wahi kūpuna data, such as government agencies, 
private firms, repositories, and land managers.

“...what normally would have 
taken years of trust building, 
between kumu and haumāna, 
we’ve taken away the sacred-
ness, the earning of knowledge, 
and made it an entitlement, a 
privilege.” 

-KALEO MANUEL (2020)

Establishing a Code of Conduct

New growth, toward a Wahi Kūpuna ethical code - Photo: 
Kai Markell

WAY FORWARD

WAY FORWARD
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To aid in decision making and management of the ever-growing body 
of online ‘ike Hawai‘i and ‘ike wahi kūpuna, a centralized hub connecting 
the many disparate digital repositories of ‘ike Hawai‘i could be developed. 
In the last decade, this is where the trend to store, create, and access ‘ike 
Hawai‘i online becomes advantageous. This “inventory of the inventory” 
would act as a central piko for ‘ike Hawai‘i databases.

This piko would increase awareness of various vetted repositories, in-
ventories, databases, projects, and programs through an interactive and 
hyperlinked annotated station of ‘ike Hawai‘i resources. It could not only 
guide one to online ‘ike Hawai‘i, but also provide the mo‘okū‘auhau (ge-
nealogy) of the digital resource, limitations, and instruction on usage.

This conversation takes us into a collective digital realm where we ac-
tually steward wahi kūpuna and possibly, in a small way, continue to cre-
ate new practices and traditions of Hawaiian learning.

Cultivating Digital Pilina
“He Huewai Ukuhi ‘Ike: A Gourd for Gather-

ing and Distributing Knowledge” was a work-
shop series created specifically for KUA and 
KC members. Initially planned as a series of 
in-person workshops, in reaction to COVID-19, 
they were instead held online in Spring 2020. 
A unique takeaway from this series was that it 
took learning and access to online digital re-
positories beyond the university and into the 
community, and contextualized the available 
digital resources within the greater lineage of 
Hawaiian history.

“The huewai is a gourd used specif-
ically for the purpose of gathering 
wai so that it may be redistributed 
for uses like drinking. In the process 
of gathering ‘ike, our huewai are the 
tools that we use to gather, organize, 
and redistribute this ‘ike.” 

- KUA’ĀINA ULU ‘AUAMO

Inventorying the Inventory - a Digital Piko

The KUA workshop series He Huewai Ukuhi ‘Ike, A Gourd for Gathering and Distributing 
Knowledge, is an example of how we continue to create new practices and traditions of 

Hawaiian learning, sometimes online. - Photo: Huliauapa‘a

WAY FORWARD

BRIGHT SPOT

Photo: Huliauapa‘a
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Four workshops took 48 participants from 23 dif-
ferent community organizations on a digital huaka‘i 
across the islands and several digital databases. Ini-
tially, participants were to gather for three days on the 
‘āina and at physical repositories to learn foundation-
al research techniques to better understand the his-
tory of the wahi kūpuna they steward. However, due 
to the pandemic, the resulting online workshops natu-
rally relied heavily upon online digital repositories of 
‘ike Hawai‘i. These community workshops introduced, 
and as importantly contextualized, online ‘ike Ha-
wai‘i, while teaching and referencing source data, ar-
chives, Māhele records, and maps. Limitations and the 
mo‘okū‘auhau of the resources were also presented.

This series was ultimately introduced as one that 
would help participants to “Grow Digital Pilina.” Ha-
waiian ways of knowing and learning are dynamic, 
not locked in prehistory. In this increasingly digital 
world, particularly pronounced during this time of 
COVID, many groups, like KUA and its pae‘āina net-
work are negotiating the digital sphere of ‘ike Hawai‘i 
with integrity and creativity. There is a collective of 
practitioners, professionals, and lifetime learners 
that continue to show us that ‘ike Hawai‘i, Hawaiian 
Knowledge, can indeed be cultivated and managed in 
a digital world.

“All [workshops] were extremely useful to our org, 
because the research process is not one thing, but a 
variety and they all interweave and connect to one 
another.” 

-HE HUEWAI UKUHI ‘IKE WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT

This online workshop highlights how we can negotiate the digital sphere of ‘ike Hawai‘i with integrity and creativity  - Photo: Kua‘āina Ulu ‘Auamo
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Knowledge Management for 
Compliance or Knowledge 
Stewardship for Management?

Currently much of the data collected and indexed on 
wahi kūpuna is compliance driven, which can take pre-
cedence over why the work is being done, and for whom. 
Data fields are filled by checking boxes required by his-
toric preservation laws and regulations. This type of data 
collection often fails to capture information important to 
communities and the active management of wahi kūpuna.

 
Entities contributing to compliance datasets are largely 

for-profit planning and CRM firms in Hawai‘i. A CRM firm 
conducting an archaeological survey for a developer often 
has a shorter timeline, a finite budget, and a different re-
search agenda than a community group trying to restore 
and re-use a wahi kūpuna. Thus, compliance data reflects 
the former, while often overlooking or providing little sub-
stantive information for the latter.

 
When a certain kind of undertaking, or development, 

is proposed in the State of Hawai‘i, a permit process is 
triggered and Historic Preservation laws are applied (Ha-
wai‘i Revised Statutes Chapter 6E, or, if under federal ju-
risdiction, Section 106 of the Historic Preservation Act). 
Depending on the scale of a project and the “historic 
properties’’ or wahi kūpuna that are potentially impact-
ed by it, different levels of archaeological studies may 
be required. Such studies include: archaeological recon-
naissance surveys for wahi kūpuna, test excavations for 
historic resources, and construction monitoring. These 
studies result in the proliferation of archaeological and 
historical reports, such as Archaeological Assessments, 
Archaeological Inventory Surveys (AIS), Data Recoveries, 
as well as Cultural Impact Assessments (CIA), and Buri-
al Treatment and Preservation Plans. These documents 
are generally required to be submitted for review to the 
Hawai‘i SHPD. As required by law, the SHPD maintains 
a library of these reports, which can contain valuable in-
formation on place-name research, histories, community 
interviews, locations of wahi kūpuna and burials, radio-
carbon dates, Māhele research, and maps. The SHPD staff 
extract information collected about wahi kūpuna across 
Hawai‘i and compile certain information into databases 
that they are required to maintain.

 The laws are clear: an inventory of historic properties 
is a public trust. The State’s wahi kūpuna databases, col-
lectively referred to as the “SHPD Inventory,” are in both 
spreadsheet and GIS format, combined with a library of 
reports. This body of ‘ike Hawai‘i is the primary reference 
for government decision makers and many private firms 
to make determinations of effect for various develop-
ments. If information is incorrect, insufficient, missing, of 
bad quality, or misinterpreted, then decisions made as a 
result can pose a grave risk to the preservation of our wahi 
kūpuna. Decisions are made on the basis of information 
held in this inventory; in turn, these decisions can result 
in the preservation or destruction of historic properties, 
or even the removal of iwi kūpuna.

 
When applied in Hawai‘i, federal and state historic 

preservation processes and methods are inadequate and 
disenfranchising to Hawaiian people, culture, and wahi 
kūpuna. In addition, federal and state historic preserva-
tion laws privilege archaeology as the professional field 
with authority and oversight of “historic properties” and 
burials. The CRM industry has had primary control over 
defining and in turn determining what wahi kūpuna (data 
or sites) are meaningful to save, collect, or even destroy. 
Often the case is that the law affords these firms, with 
oversight from the SHPD, this power without much en-
gagement or say from other stakeholders, such as com-
munities.

 
As stated earlier, in Hawai‘i and much of the United 

States, CRM is a development and compliance-driven 
field. It categorizes wahi kūpuna into discrete entities 
separated from their landscape and cultural contexts (e.g. 
sites, historic buildings, and Traditional Cultural Proper-
ties). This framework, defined from an outside perspec-
tive by federal and state legislation, is not aligned with 
Hawaiian culture, values, and practices. 
See Calls to Action section.

PRIORITY THEME
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Growing a Wahi Kūpuna Inventory
The Hawai‘i SHPD Historic Sites Inventory 

and library has huge gaps, and although they 
are now making great inroads into inventory-
ing current data, there remains a significant 
gap in legacy data. The National Park Service 
(NPS) audit of the SHPD in 2012 highlighted 
this problem, and it continues to be a major is-
sue that needs to be addressed today. There is 
a pressing need to fill gaps in this inventory be-
cause this database is frequently used for deci-
sion making, management, and planning. It is 
currently, perhaps in intent if not implementa-
tion, the most important inventory of cultural 
resources in Hawai‘i, and is ultimately used to 
determine the fate of wahi kūpuna.

While the SHPD inventory data fields are 
solely compliance driven, there is still great 
value in this Inventory. The CRM and Hawai-
ian community have, by default, relied on the 
SHPD to maintain this inventory of archaeo-
logical sites and burials. It is clear that there 
needs to be a failsafe. The SHPDs reports are 
fueled and funded by developers and drafted 
and compiled by private for-profit CRM and 
planning firms, thus SHPD might not be the 
best place to house Hawai‘i’s comprehensive 
inventory of wahi kūpuna. 

As a Way Forward, the KC proposes to mold 
the SHPD inventory into something new-- a 
Wahi Kūpuna Inventory, whose purpose is 
driven by WKS data, not only compliance and 
management data. Additionally, this new in-
ventory does and probably should not be ad-
ministered by the SHPD, but potentially by a 
more independent party. Either way, to deter-
mine more of the specifics, stakeholders in the 
stewardship and cultivation of a wahi kūpuna 
inventory should come together to determine 
ways that this inventory can be more meaning-
ful and useful to all parties involved.

This challenge should be approached not 
by fixing a broken system, but by growing a 
relevant inventory with fields pertinent to the 
continued practice of culture, community, and 
resource managers. Such an inventory would 
contain data fields that inform interactions be-
tween people and place while acknowledging 
that development will not stop, but it can be 
shaped, with more deliberate stewardship and 
better data.

 

For this inventory we (collective vs individ-
ual, executive, or agency) should decide how 
information is managed, presented, and dis-
seminated. More authority or legitimacy needs 
to be given to knowledge systems that honor 
place-based expertise, grounding knowledge 
in a cultural context (Ormond-Parker et al. 
2012). Such an inventory would collect data 
that fulfills compliance check boxes, as well as 
gathers and records information important to 
communities for more meaningful and active 
management.

“The goal here is not to compensate 
for previous power imbalances in 
historic preservation by situat-
ing descendants and indigenous 
partners above cultural resource 
managers, but to recognize that our 
mutual interests in historic pres-
ervation are better served through 
meaningful partnership. Modifying 
the production of knowledge...to 
increase disciplinary relevance, 
accountability and sustainability.” 

-KATHY KAWELU (2015)

WAY FORWARD
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In 2004, a group of East Molokai residents (which lat-
er incorporated themselves as Mālama Pono o Ka ‘Āina) 
contacted the Maui County Planning Department to ini-
tiate the Mana‘e GIS Mapping Project. This project was in 
direct response to residential development in East Molo-
ka‘i, which started to grow in 1995. Activities associated 
with this development, such as grading and alterations to 
streambeds, were thought to have negatively affected the 
areas natural and cultural resources, particularly nearby 
wetlands.

 
The Mana‘e GIS Mapping Project is a community-based 

project utilizing data from kūpuna and community mem-
ber interviews, as well as ethnohistorical literature, pho-
tos, and maps of the area documenting native traditions 
and historical accounts of wahi kūpuna resources and 
their locations. The project maps the location of historic 
and existing wetlands, heiau, pā pōhaku (dry stacked rock 
wall), ko‘a (fishing shrines), and other cultural sites en-
dangered by increased development. Areas where building 
permits were issued were mapped to show their proximity 

to the historic wetlands and to highlight potential impacts. 
Ultimately, the goal of the project was to identify areas 
most in need of protection.

Additionally, on Maui, there has been a concerted com-
munity effort to establish an archaeologist position at the 
County level with a focus on creating a cultural overlay 
map. This mapping project would help with proactively 
recording and inventorying data from SHPD, such as cul-
tural sites and burial data, in advance of development. The 
goal for this cultural overlay map is to enable predictive 
modeling that will assist the county with making more in-
formed decisions regarding wahi kūpuna when planning 
for development. Noelani Ahia, a community member 
who has long advocated for this project noted that they 
eventually want to add inoa ‘āina, mo‘olelo, mele, and oral 
history data to this overlay to create a map that represents 
a more holistic cultural landscape than archaeology alone. 
While this effort has just begun, it is hoped that it leads to 
the creation of a dynamic map for Maui County, one that is 
created to guide management with community input.

Proactive Research Data and Creation by 
Communities for Communities

BRIGHT SPOT

Map of cultural sites and trails in Mana‘e identified by kama‘āina informants at the UH Native 
Rights Clinic, Spring 2014 - Photo: UH Mānoa, William S. Richardson School of Law


